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risk, plus any or all of the following subcomponents:
• Equity risk premium (erp)
• Small stock premia (ssp)
• Industry premia (separated from company-specific risk by SBBI)
• Company-specific risk adjustment
The rfr is the rate that an investor feels certain of
realizing over the holding period, available on such secure instruments as long-term U.S. Treasury bonds.
The erp is the additional rate an investor will demand
for investing in equity securities on the stock market
(for example) as measured by the S&P 500; and the
ssp is the additional risk inherent in smaller company
stock. The industry premia, derived from SBBI beta,
will increase/decrease the discount rate, depending
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on the subject industry and its risks relative to other
industries. Company-specific adjustments are any
remaining, unique risks (other than size and industry)
that impact a closely-held company.
The modified CAPM models differs from the BUM
by multiplying erp by beta, which measures the risk
of one stock’s return against the market; and then,
because beta alone does not fully cover market-based
and company-specific adjustments, adding the sp.
(Note: the industry premia applies only to the BUM.)
A model to measure sp for smaller closely-held
companies
SBBI annually summarizes historical NYSE returns
by 10 size-ranked portfolios or deciles. A recent
SBBI concludes that companies with market capitalization of approximately $500 million require a sp of
approximately 2 to 5%, and companies with market
capitalization of approximately $170 million require an
added 3%. However, the SBBI does not provide a sp
for smaller closely-held companies, or those with an
as-if publicly-traded market capitalization in the range
of $1 to 10 million.
To account for a smaller, privately-held company’s
sp, business valuators may use the SBBI sp for the
smaller deciles, and then add 2 to 3 points to account
for specific company risk adjustment.
Specifically, the methodology begins with the SBBI
data in Exhibit 1. Here, the average market capitalization (col. E) has an inverse relationship with the arithmetic average return (col. B), which Jay B. Abrams,
CPA/ASA (Abrams Valuation Group, Hollywood) first
noted in 1994. In a subsequent update, Abrams
applied a linear regression model of the logarithm
of market capitalization by decile (col. F) (the independent variable), to the arithmetic average return
(col. B) (dependent variable). Column G presents the
“smoothed” average return or implied discount rate,
which is the fitted premium from applying the regression formula. The final step extrapolates the resulting
regression based on the market capitalization from
$1 to 40 million (col. E, rows 25 to 29). This yields
an implied discount rate in column G by the formula:
y = a + bx, where “a” is the constant, b is the log of
market capitalization (col. F) times the x coefficient.
For example, the implied discount of a company with
market capitalization of $15 million (row 26) would be
22.3%, or 0.470568 plus (16.5236 x - 0.014985).
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Reconciling SBBI with the newer Duff and
Phelps data

experts and academics have long debated whether
these historical risk premiums are representative of
prospective equity risk premiums.

The arithmetically average returns (col. B, Ex. 1)
include rfr and erp at reported rates since 1926, which
is the starting point for SBBI summary data. Valuation

Continued to next page...

Exhibit 1: Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation Valuation Edition 2004 Year Book
NYSE/AMEX/ NASDAQ Data Compiled By Decile & Statistical Analysis 1926-2003

A

9

B

Decile

c

E

Arithmetic
Average Return

Average Market
capitalization

F

G

I

J

Logarithm
of average
capitalization

Table 7-1 &
7-9 Smoothed
Arithmetic
Average Return

Arithmetic
average return
less rfr & erp

Smoothed
Arithmetic
average Return
over rfr & erp

10

1

11.43%

44,164,512,083

24.5112

10.33%

-0.20%

-1.30%

11

2

13.16%

7,911,988,989

22.7916

12.90%

1.53%

1.27%

18

9

17.76%

275,513,299

19.4341

17.93%

6.13%

6.30%

19

10

21.73%

78,902,693

18.1837

19.81%

10.10%

8.18%

20

Std Deviation

0.0282

22

Regression Statistics

Extrapolated Data

24

Table 7-1 & 7-9

Return over rfr
& erp

Table 7-1 & 7-9

Return over rfr
& erp

25

Constant

0.470568

0.3542678

40,000,000

17.5044

20.83%

9.20%

26

R squared

0.904073

0.9040729

15,000,000

16.5236

22.30%

10.67%

27

Adj R Sq

0.892082

0.8920820

10,000,000

16.1181

22.90%

11.27%

5,000,000

15.4249

23.94%

12.31%

-0.014985

-0.0149852

1,000,000

13.8155

26.35%

14.72%

28
29

X Coefficient

Some rows and columns are deliberately omitted.
Exhibit 2: Duff and Phelps Risk Premium Report (data from 2004 known as Standard & Poor’s Corporate Value
Consulting Risk Premium Report)
A

B

C

D

E

8

Portfolio
ranked by
size

Sum beta
since
1963

9

1

10
32
33

25

Arithmetic
average
Return

Arithmetic
average erp

Indicated
CAPM
premium

0.91

12.22%

4.90%

4.46%

0.44% 100,640,000,000

25.3348

-2.05%

0.84

2

0.92

12.34%

5.02%

4.51%

0.51%

23,525,000,000

23.8813

-0.35%

0.93

24

1.27

19.73%

12.41%

6.22%

6.19%

131,000,000

18.6907

5.71%

1.27

1.30

23.29%

15.97%

6.37%

9.60%

47,000,000

17.6657

6.91%

1.34

34 Std Deviation
36
38

F

Premium
over CAPM

H

I

J

L

Table B-1
Logarithm
Smoothed
Average
of average
Premium
Smoothed
capitalization capitalization over CAPM Implied Beta

0.0274
Regression Statistics
Premium
over CAPM

Extrapolated Data
Premium
over CAPM Implied Beta

Implied Beta

39 Constant

0.2756074

2.503240972

40,000,000

17.5044

7.10%

1.35

40 R squared

0.7730369

0.919776

15,000,000

16.5236

8.25%

1.42

Adjusted R
41 squared

0.7631689

0.916288

10,000,000

16.1181

8.72%

1.44

5,000,000

15.4249

9.53%

1.49

1,000,000

13.8155

11.41%

1.60

42
43 X Coefficient

-0.0116893

-0.065716

Some rows and columns are deliberately omitted.
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Compared to SBBI, the Duff and Phelps Risk Premium Report (formerly known as Standard & Poor’s
Corporate Value Consulting Risk Premium Report)
(RPR)2 summarizes return data since 1963 into 25 sizeranked portfolios; it also eliminates the “certain trouble”
companies and other categories that appear in SBBI.
To make the size adjustment, RPR uses the premium
over CAPM, the methodology found in SBBI.
The RPR data in Exhibit 2 applies a regression of
the logarithm of average market capitalization (col.
I) to premiums over CAPM to determine size premiums (col. F); column J presents a smoothed sp. The
premium is the portion in excess of the rfr and beta
times erp, while the sum betas (a RPR risk measure)
of each company included in the size-ranked portfolios
determine the implied discount rate. In smoothing the
historical size premiums, RPR presents an analysis
using base 10 logarithms; in smoothing the RPR data
in Exhibit 2, this article uses natural logarithms.
RPR also suggests extrapolating premiums over
CAPM for companies smaller than those in the 25th
Grabowski, Roger, ASA and King, David CFA, Duff & Phelps
Risk Premium Report available at www.ibbotson.com
2

Exhibit 3: Reconciliation of Implied Discount Rate of
CAPM to Build-up
A

B

5

Assumptions

6

Market value of equity

10 mil.

7

Risk free rate

5.00%

8

Equity risk premium

6.00%

9

Beta

C

1.44

10 CAPM sp

8.72%

11 BUM ssp

11.27%

15 CAPM
rfr + erp(Beta) + spCAPM = 5 + 6(1.44) +
16 8.72 = 22.38%
18 BUM
19 rfr + erp + sspBUM = 5 + 6 + 11.27 = 22.27%
21 Difference
22 0.11%
24
25 Size premium before beta adjustment

CAPM
8.72%

BUM
11.27%

27 Adjustment to size premium
28 due to beta adjustment
29 Total size premium

2.66%
11.38%

11.27%

size rank portfolios (and combines erp and ssp for
equity risk premiums used in the BUM). However,
many business valuators using the BUM and premiums over CAPM would obtain too low an ssp for
use in this model. In the same way, RPR developed
variables for use in CAPM for smaller companies; this
model reconciles the smoothed arithmetic premiums in
Exhibit 1 to the RPR premiums over CAPM in Exhibit 2
and provides an sp for the BUM, as set forth below.
First, the model bifurcates the arithmetic average
returns in Exhibit 1 to exclude the rfr and the erp; the
premium in column J in Exhibit 2 also excludes these
variables. Next, in Exhibit 1, column I subtracts the rfr
and erp from the average annual returns. Column J is
the smoothed arithmetic average of the logarithm of the
market capitalization (col. F) regressed to arithmetic
average return less the rfr and erp (col. I). Note: The
model also extrapolates the data to market capitalization from $1-40 million.
While the arithmetic average return data in Exhibit 1 do not apply beta to the erp, the RPR data
(Ex. 2) do. While there is no universally appropriate
beta, the sum betas and arithmetic average returns
in Exhibit 2 increase inversely to the average market capitalization. On average, the data indicate
that smaller companies have larger betas, a trend
estimated by a regression of the logarithm of the
market capitalization (col. I) to the sum betas (col.
B). Finally, column L of Exhibit 2 extrapolates the
results to smaller market capitalizations.
Exhibit 3 reconciles these results, using the following assumptions: (1) the implied discount rate of a
company whose market capitalization is $10 million;
(2) current rfr and erp are 5% and 6%, respectively;
(3) no beta adjustments other than the implied beta
(for size) from Exhibit 2. For example, the beta from
Exhibit 2, row 41, column L is 1.44, and the sp from
Exhibit 2, row 41, column J is 8.72%. Adding the beta
adjustment for size of 2.66%—which we calculated by
multiplying the erp times beta and then subtracting the
erp (6.% x 1.44 minus 6%), yields a total sp of 11.38%.
This is very close to the arithmetic average returns
using the implied sp from Exhibit 1, row 27.
Reiterations resolve circular relationship
between market cap and implied rates
To this point, a known market capitalization and
cash flow for the company can provide an estimated

Some rows and columns are deliberately omitted.
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implied discount rate; however, as Abrams pointed out,
to estimate a company’s market capitalization, the analyst
needs the implied discount
rate. The reiteration model in
Exhibits 4 and 5 resolves this
circular reasoning under both a
BUM and CAPM with virtually
identical results.
For example, assume the
company’s cash flow is $2 million, the rfr and erp are 5%
and 6%, respectively, and the
growth rate is 4%. Assume
further, for simplicity’s sake,
that any industry premia and
company specific factors are
zero and beta is 1 (except for
the beta size adjustment).
As we do not know the market capitalization at this point,
we can only approximate it.
Our first estimate will be $11
million, but it could be higher
or lower. The final value will
be the same regardless of
the starting number; it may
simply require more iterations.
In Exhibit 4, and in applying
the Gordon Growth Model
(common method to compute
implied value based on capitalizing cash flow), the rfr and
erp remain fixed throughout all
iterations. The implied beta
is 1.44 (Ex. 2, row 41, col. L).
Although beta does not differ
significantly if market cap is
$10 or $11 million—and will be
fairly close to the final estimated implied beta, the example
develops beta by an iterative
process. The first approximation (in col. B, row 16) uses
1.40 to demonstrate changes
in the implied beta compared to
the changes in the company’s
Continued to next page...
april 2006

Exhibit 4: Reiteration of Duff and Phelps Risk Premium Report Regression
of Log Size of Average Market Capitalization to Premium in Excess of CAPM
Exhibit 2 Variables
A

B

6

Assumptions:

7

Risk free rate

5.00%

8

Equity risk premium

6.00%

9

Growth to perpetuity G

4.00%

10

Forecasted cash flow

13

C

D

E

Formula

Iteration #2

Iteration #3

2,000,000
Iteration #1

14

Risk free rate

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

15

Equity risk premium

6.00%

6.00%

6.00%

16

Implied Beta

1.40

1.41

1.44

17

Size adjusted ERP

8.40%

8.46%

8.64%

18

Premium in excess of CAPM

8.00%

8.50%

8.56%

19

Discount rate R

21.96%

22.20%

20

Growth to perpetuity G

4.00%

4.00%

21

Estimated capitalization rate

22

Estimated capitalization rate

23

(current year)

24

Forecasted cash flow

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

25

Market capitalization

11,954,023

B24 / B23

11,581,292

11,428,571

26

Logarithm (Mkt. Cap.)

16.2966

LN (B25)

16.2649

16.2516

28

Beta:

29

X coefficient
(1.0709)

B26 * Exhibit 2 (E43)

(1.0689)

(1.0680)

30

21.40%

-0.065715762

B15 * B16
B14 + B17 +B18

4.00%
17.40%

B19 - B20

17.96%

18.20%

16.73%

B21 / (1 + B20)

17.27%

17.50%

31

Constant

2.5032

Exhibit 2 (E39)

2.5032

2.5032

32

Beta

1.4323

B30 + B31

1.4344

1.4353

34

Premium in excess of CAPM:

35

X coefficient
-0.1905

B26 * Exhibit 2 (C43)

-0.1901

-0.1900

36

-0.0116893195

37

Constant

0.2756

Exhibit 2 (C39)

0.2756

0.2756

38

Premium in excess of CAPM

8.51%

B28 +B29

8.55%

8.56%

40

Risk free rate

5.00%

5.00%

5.00%

41

Equity risk premium

6.00%

6.00%

6.00%

42

Implied Beta

1.43

1.44

43

Size adjusted ERP

8.59%

B33 * B34

8.60%

8.61%

44

Premium in excess of CAPM

8.51%

B30

8.55%

8.56%

46

Adjusted discount rate

22.10%

B33 + B36 + B37

22.15%

22.17%

47

Growth

4.00%

4.00%

48

Capitalization rate

49

Capitalization rate

50

(current year)

1.43

B32

4.00%
18.10%

B38 - B39

18.15%

18.17%

17.41%

B40 / (1 + B39)

17.45%

17.47%

Formulas for iterations #2 and #3 are the same as #1 except apply to column D & E.
Some rows and columns are deliberately omitted.
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market capitalization. Using the extrapolated data in
Exhibit 2, here the estimated sp is 8%, which seems a
good first estimate, assuming a market cap of $11 million (col. B, row 18) and an estimated discount rate of
21.40% (col. B, row 19). The growth is subtracted and
adjusted to the current year’s estimated capitalization
rate of 16.73% (col. B, row 23). Dividing the cash flow
(col. B, row 24) by this rate yields an estimated market
capitalization of $12 million. Multiplying the current
year’s estimated capitalization rate by the x coefficient
(col. B, row 30) from the logarithm of estimated market
capitalization, and then adding the constant (col. B,

row 31) from Exhibit 2 yields an implied beta 1.432%
(col. B, row 32).
Next, the model determines sp by multiplying the x
coefficient from the logarithm of the estimated market
capitalization (both from Ex. 2), and then adds the
constant to achieve a premium in excess of CAPM
of 8.51% (col. B, row 38).

The initial estimated implied beta (1.40 at col. B, row
16) and the estimated implied excess of CAPM (8.00
at col. B, row 18) are slightly less than the smoothed
beta and the sp (1.43 and 8.51 at col. B, rows 32 and
38), respectively. This suggests our
Exhibit 5: Reiteration of SBBI Regression of Log Size of Average Market
initial estimates were too low, overCapitalization to Average Return Over rfr and erp Exhibit 2 Variables
valuing the subject company. We
A
B
C
D
repeated the process two more times,
6
Assumptions:
increasing our estimates of beta and
7
Risk free rate
5.00%
the excess of CAPM in rows 16 and
8
Equity risk premium
6.00%
18 in iterations two and three. When
the estimated beta was increased to
9
Growth to perpetuity G
4.00%
1.44 % and the estimated excess of
10 Forecasted cash flow
2,000,000
CAPM was increased to 8.56%, we
14
Iteration #1
Formula
Iteration #2
see approximately the same results
15 Risk free rate
5.00%
5.00%
(col. D and E in row 32 and 38),
16 Equity risk premium
6.00%
6.00%
which indicates a correctly implied
17 Size premium
10.50%
11.06%
discount rate. Therefore, our subject
company’s beta is 1.44% and the
19 Discount rate R
21.50%
B15 + B16 +B17
22.06%
excess of CAPM is 8.56%. The sub20 Growth to perpetuity G
4.00%
4.00%
ject company market capitalization is
21 Estimated capitalization rate
17.50%
B19 - B20
18.06%
$11,400,000. (Note: Some analysts
22 Estimated capitalization rate
may suggest using the results of the
23
(current year)
16.83%
B21 / (1 + B20)
17.37%
previous iteration as the starting es24 Forecast cashflow
2,000,000
2,000,000
timate for the next iteration; e.g.,1.43
25 Market capitalization
11,885,714
B24 / B23
11,517,165
and 8.51% would be the starting beta
26 Logarithm (Mkt. Cap.)
16.2908
LN (B25)
16.2593
and sp, respectively, in iteration #2.
27 X coefficient
But for the demonstrative purposes of
28
-0.0149851910
-0.2441
B26 * Exhibit 1 (C29)
-0.2436
this article, our iterations 2 and 3 be29 Constant
0.3543
Exhibit 1 (C25)
0.3543
gin with slightly different amounts.)
30

Size premium

11.01%

32

Risk free rate

5.00%

33

Equity risk premium

6.00%

6.00%

34

Size premium

11.01%

11.06%

36

Adjusted discount rate

22.01%

37

Growth

38

Capitalization rate

39

Capitalization rate

40

(current year)

B28 + B29

11.06%
5.00%

B32 + B33 +B34

4.00%

22.06%
4.00%

18.01%

B36 - B37

18.06%

17.32%

B38 / (1 + B37)

17.37%

Formulas for iterations #2 are the same as #1 except apply to column D.
Some rows and columns are deliberately omitted.



Exhibit 5 repeats the same process
for SBBI data: It uses the x coefficient
and constant from Exhibit 1, the estimated ssp from the extrapolated data,
and an assumed ssp of 10.50% (col.
B, row 17). The steps in rows 17-30
are the same as those in Exhibit 4,
rows 18-26, as completed in rows 3538 The final adjusted ssp increased
slightly to 11.06%, which is the ssp
required for the subject company with
Continued to next page...
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a market capitalization $11,500,000. (See note above
regarding starting amounts in subsequent iterations.)
The estimated and calculated ssp (in col. D, row 17
and 34) agree and once again, this indicates a correct implied discount rate. The capitalization rate of
17.37% approximates the 17.47% in Exhibit 4. The
slight difference in rates accounts for the small variation in value.
To complete the process, any industry and company specific rate adjustments will increase or decrease
the discount rate after the iteration modeling. (The
examples do not consider levels of value that could
cause further change.)
In conclusion, business valuators who may add a
fixed percentage to a SBBI tenth decile or combination of deciles will not systematically measure the
increased risks as market capitalization decreases.
Secondly, the pattern of the arithmetic average returns
are heteroscedastic, which means actual variables
are farther away from the smoothed linear line at the
ending data points rather than occurring randomly
throughout the data points. Therefore, using the SBBI
tenth decile historical data will undervalue a company
compared to the smoothed results.
A final word of caution: This article attempts to
determine sp for smaller private companies as–if
publicly-traded. Though analysts might intuitively
compare these results to a private transactions database (such as Pratt’s Stats™), such comparisons
may require adjustment. Secondly, applying regression formulas to data outside of the range of variables
may not always be a predictor for that data or the
smoothed results.

Fairness Opinions

...continued from front page

by conflicts of interest and for sometimes failing to
provide meaningful information, even when the issuer is “independent.” The current controversy may
be seen as part of the larger universe of corporate
difficulties.
“Conflicts between the board and financial experts
who issue fairness opinions have become the norm,”
observed Judge Charles Ramos, in reviewing the
recent negotiated settlement between parties to the
merger of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and Archipelago Holdings, Inc., an electronic trading
april 2006

platform. “Fairness opinions have become watered
down and toothless.”
As most business analysts know, a fairness opinion is a qualified, independent review by a financial
advisor, assessing whether the price of a prospective
transaction is “fair” (from a financial perspective) to
one of the parties. Either the buyer or the seller may

“Fairness opinions have become
watered down and toothless.”
obtain a fairness opinion, although it’s become standard for a Board of Directors to obtain the opinion on
behalf of shareholders. A fairness opinion focuses
on the price of the proposed transaction without assessing any other terms of the deal, including its legal
aspects. It’s a simple yes or no proposition.
“The important purpose of fairness opinions appears to have been lost,” according to Judge Ramos.
When he asked the top-flight attorneys and financial
advisors assembled for the NYSE merger hearing
whether they were aware of any negative fairness
opinions, “the response was a resounding ‘NEVER’”
(emphasis in the original opinion).
Business valuator’s opinion brings “fair and
balanced view”
A unique aspect to the NYSE/Archipelago merger
was the challenge by Willamette Management Associates, an independent business valuator, whose analysis of the opinions in the case ensured “transparency
and complete disclosure in stark contrast to the usual
perfunctory fairness opinion,” the Judge said.
From the beginning, various NYSE seatholders had
disputed the fairness of the proposed combination,
claiming that they should receive a larger portion of
the merged company. Plaintiffs filed a preliminary
injunction to delay the merger until all seatholders had
the ability to cast a “free and informed vote.”
The parties eventually settled, conditioned on the
NYSE obtaining an independent report and analysis of
the pros and cons of the merger—its second in the case,
which they did, hiring Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Whether Citigroup’s report satisfied the requirement
is “debatable,” the Judge said. “What the parties received was yet another standard fairness opinion.”
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